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Compact test sets me very important for reducing the cost of testing the VMI circuits by reducing the test application time. This is especirdly important for the scan-based circuits as the test application time for these circuits is directly proportionedto product of the test set size and the number of storage elements used in the scan chain. Sm~l test sets dso reduce the test storage requirements.
Since even the problem of estimating the size of a tinimum single stuck at fault test set for a given irredundant combinationrd circuit is proven to be N-hard I1O], severrd tizstset compaction rdgorithms based on different heuristics are proposed in the literature, e.g. static compaction [6] , dynamic compaction [6] , independent and compatible fault sets based test generation [1, 9, 12, 14] , reverse order fault simulation [13] , maximal compaction [12] , rotating backtrace [12] , double detection [8, 9] , Two-by-one [9] , Three-by-two [9] , forced pair merging [4] and msentird fault pruning [41.
Although th=e algorithms are succ=sful in producing small test sets, the resulting t~t sets are still larger than the known lower bounds. This is because of the following two reasons; the previously published test set compaction "~s research was supported in part by the Semiconductor Research Corpomtion under contract SRC 96-DP-109 srtd in part by DA-WAunder contract DABT63-95-C-0069.
PeW1on to make di~ti or M copies of aU or part of this work for pemod or &*Tmm use k gmntti \tithout f& pro~ided that copies are not -de or d~tib utd for profit or comrrrertid advantage and tit copies bear W notice and the M dtation on tie fit page. To copy othe~, to repubhh, to post on servera or to redistribute to kts, rquires prior s~c pe-:on arrd/or a fee. ICC~8, Saa JOS CA, USA O t998 A~l l-58t 13@8-Z98/Nll.S5.~a lgorithms are unable to compact the test sets any further, and the known lower bounds me not tight. In order to close Wlsgap further, this paper addrases both of these problems. We pr~ent two new test set compaction algorithms, Redundant Vector Elimination (RVE) and Essentird Fault Reduction @FR), and a new heuristic for estimating the minimum single stuck at fault tat set size. These algorithms and the dynamic compaction algorithm proposed in [6] are incorporated into an advanced~G system for combinational circuits [7] , crdled MnTat. M1nTestfound better lower bounds and generated smaller test sets than the previously published results fortheISCAS85 and full scan version oftheISCAS89 benchmark circuits [2, 3] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definitions that will be used in this paper. Section 3 presen~the RVE algorithm. The EFR algorithm is presented in Section 4. Mnimum Test Set Size estimation heuristic is described in Section 5. The expenmentrd results are given in Section 6. Finrdly Section 7 presents the conchtsions.
Preliminarim
In tils section, we present the definitions that will be used in tils paper. A test vector in a given tmt set is called an essential vector, if it detects at least one fault that is not detected by any other t~t vmtor in this test set. A fault is defined to be an essential fault of a test vector, if it is detected only by this test vector in a given test set [4, 9] . k other words an essential vector detects at least one =sentid fault. A test vector is redundant with respect to a given test set, if it does not detect any essential faults, i.e. dl the faults detected by it are dso detected by the other tat vectors in this test set [9] .
An essentird fault ef~of a test vector ti is said to be pruned, if a test vector tj # ti in the test set is replaced by a new test vector tjwhich detects e$i, the essential faults of tj and the faulw detected only by t~~d tj [4] .
If two faults can be detected by a single test vector, they are crdled compatible. Sitilarly two faults are crdled incompatible, if they cannot be detected by a single test vector. An incompatibili~graph for a given set of faults, FS = {~i I 1 i < n }, is defined as IG(FS) = (V, E) where V = { vi = ill<i< n}and E={ej=(v~, v/)lv~andv/ areincompatible, 1< k < n and 1<1< n } [1, 4, 9, 14] . A fault set is called an independent fault set, if rdl the faults in this set are pairwise incompatible [1] . For a given combinational circuit an independent fault set of maximum size is called a mm.mum independentfault set. Since the problem of finding a maximum independent fault set is N-hard [10] , m.mal independent fault sets are used in practice.
Minimum test set size of a given combinatiortrd circuit under the single stuck at fault model is defined to be the minimum number of test vectors rquiredto det=t dl the t~table single stuck at faults in tils circuit.
Redundant Vector Eltination
During automatic test pattern generation, some of the faults detected by the earlier test vectors may dso be accidentally detected by the test vectors generated later. As a result as more vectors are generated during the A~G process, a test vector generatd earlier may become redundant. Redundant Vector Elimination @VE) dgontim identifies these redundant vectors during test generation and dynarnicrdly drops them from the test set. As it is shown in Figure 1 , RVE fault simulates dl the faults in the fault list except the ones that are proven to be untestable, and it keeps track of the faults detectd by each vector, the number of asentid faults of each vector and the number of timw a fault is detected. During test generation if the number of essentird faults of a vector reduces to zero, i.e. the vector becom~redund-ant, it is dropped from the test set.
As illustrated in the example below, RVE algorithm can reduce the size of a test set more than Reverse Order Fault Simulation (ROFS) [13] .~s is because ROFS cannot identify a redundant test vector if some of the faults detected by it are only detected by the test vectors generated earlier. It can only identify a redundant vector, if rdl the faults detected by it are rdso detectd by the tat vectors generated later. Example: Consider the fault set {~1, f2, f3, fq}. Suppose that for this fault set the~G system generated the test set { tl, t2,t3 } in the given order, and tl detects the faults fl and j2, t2detects the faults~3 and fl, and t~de-tats the faults $4 and f3. In this example, after t3is generated, RVE algorithm detects that t2 becom~redundant and drops it from the ttit set.~us it rduces the test set to { tl, t3}.However, ROFS cannot reduce the size of this test set. me performance of the RVE algorithm is similar to the Double Detection (DD) dgorithrn introducd in [S, 9] , even though slightly different results may be produced because of the order of dropping redundant vectors. However, we are not proposing RVE as a standrdone test set compaction algorithm, rather as the fist step of a two-step compaction framework that includ~both RVE and Rsentird Fault Reduction @FR) rdgorithms. h addition to the number of essentird faults for each test vector, which is rdso obtained by DD, EFR needs the additionrd information that is produced by RVE faults detectd by each test vector and the exact number of tima each fault is detected by the current test set. If DD is used instead of RVE, then EFR itself should obtain this information. Since RVE spends most of its execution time for computing this information, the execution time of the RVE and EFR algorithms combined is smaller than the DD and EFR dgonthms combind.
Essential Fault Reduction
Since pruning an essential fault of a test vector decreases the number of its asentird faults by one, if dl the essential faults of a test vector is pruned then it becomes redundant, and it can be dropped from the test set. As it is shown in Figure 2 after the initird test set is generatd, Esserttid Fault Reduction (EFR) rdgorithm is used iteratively to further compact the test set by pruning the essential faults of each vwtor as much as possible. EFR uses the Multiple Target Test Generation @~G) procedure [4, 9] to generate a test vector that will detect a given set of faults. Em rdgorithmimprovt he Two-by-One (TBO) [9] and the Essentird Fault Pruning (EFP) algorithms [4] .
Given an initird test set, TBO tries to reduce the test set size by replacing two test vectors with a new one. This is achievti by finding a test vector that detects the msentid faults of the both vectors as well as the faults detected only by these two vectors. However, even if it is not possible to find such a test vector, it may still be possible to eliminate these two test vectors from the test set. This may be achieved by a three-by-two rdgorithm mn which tries to replace three test vectors with two new ones. k general, the algorithm can be extended to an N_by~M < M rdgorithm. However, in the worst case, TBO n~s to chwk 0(V2) vector pairs for possible compaction, where V is the number of test vectors in the initird twt set, TBT needs to check O(V3) vector triplets, and in general N_byM dgorithmneeds to check O(VN) vector sets. Thus, the N-byX algorithm is computationdly too expensive for N >2, and implementation of an N-by~d-algorithm where N >2 is not reported.
Em, on the other hand, tries to reduce the test set size by trying to prune the essentird faults of each test vector. If rdl the essential faults of a test vector is prund, then this vector becomes redundant and it can be droppd from the tat set. TBO cart be seen as a special case of EFP in which a test vector is allowed to prune its essential faults by replacing only one vector. EFP achiev= better performance than TBO by relaxing this restriction and allowing a test vector to prune its essential faults by replacing more than one vector in the test set. k the worst case, EFP will try to generate a test vector for O@ x V) fault sets, where E is the number of essentird faults and V is the number of test vectors in the initird test set. Since in rdmost dl casw E is larger than V, EFP is computationdly more expensive than TBO. However, for N >2 in most casw N-by~rdgorithm is computationdly more expensive.
The problem of compacting a given test set can he viewed as distributing the essential faults of tils test set to the given test vectors such that the number of redundartt vectors is maximized. Therefore, the search space that should be explored is dl possible distributions of the essential faults to the given test vectors. Since neither TBO nor EFP algorithms have this globrd view of the search space, they carry out a localizedgreedy search by concentrating only on removing one test vector at a time from the test set by pruning its essential faults. They prune an e3sentid fault of a te3t vector only if tils causes this vector to be redundant, otherwise they do not prune the essential fault. Because of tils restriction, they only explore part of the search space. EFR algorithm, on the other hand, has a globrd view of the search space. It overcomes the limitation of the TBO and EFP algorithms by carrying out a non-gredy globrd search by trying to distribute the essentird faults to the given test vectors such that the number of redundant vectors is maximized. Therefore, even if a vector do= not become redundant, EFR tries to reduce the number of its essentird faults as much as possible by trying to prune as many of its asentid faults as possible. Even if it fails to prune one of the essentird faults of a test vector, it still tries to prune its other essential faults. This way EFR explores a larger portion of the semch space than bothTBO and EFP. As illustrated in the example below, using this new search technique EFR can produce smrdler test sets than the ones produced by TBO, TBT, and EFP algorithms.
Example: Consider the tmt set {tl, t2, t3, t4}.Suppose that tl detects the faults {jl,~2}, t2detects {~3,~Q},t3 detect3 {$5,~6} and t4 detects {$7}, and the adjacency list representation of the incompatibility graph is as given in Figure  3 . EFR can reduce the size of this t=t set by one in the first iteration. As it is illustratedin Figure 3 , this can be achieved by replacing the twt vectors t 1 with tj that detects~z and~3, t3 with tj that detects~1,~5, and f6, and t4 with tjthat detects f4 and~T. After th~e replacements t2becomes redundant, thus it can be dropped from the tat set. None of the TBO, TBT, and EFP algorithms can reduce the size of this initial test set.
As illustrated in the example below, by means of the new search technique, EFR can further compact a given test set when it is usd iteratively. This is not possible with TBO Step and the adjacency fist representation of the incompatibility graph is as given in Figure 4 . &it is illustrated in Figure 4 , in the first iteration of the Em algorithm only $4 will be pruned by replacing t4 with th, ad~s will be p~ned by replacing tswith t&.Thus, in the first iteration Em will not be able to reduce the test set size. However, since after the first iteration:4 is not an essentird fault of t2and~s is not an essential fault of t3 anymore, in the second iteration~1 will be pruned by replacing t2witht~and~2will pruned bereplacing t3 with t:. Because of these t1 will become redundant, and it will be dropped from the test set. On the other hand, none of the TBO, TBT, and EFP algorithms can reduce the size of this initial test set.
Em has the same worst-case computational complexity as EFP, i.e. it will try to generate a test vector for O(E x V) fault sets, where E is the number of essential faults and V is the number of t~t vectors in the initial test set. If it is used iteratively then the worst-case complexity becomes 0(1 x E x V), where I is the number of iterations.
h incompatibility graph is usd for reducing the average case execution time of TBO and EFP rdgorithms [4, 9] . However, the incompatibility graph definition used in [1,4, 9, 14] cannot represent the following incompatibility relation between stuck at faults. It is possible that even though a fault is pairwise compatible with dl the faults in a given fault set, it may be incompatible with these faults when they are targeted together. Therefore, we extended the definition of the incompatibility graph by rdlowing a graph node to represent a set of faults. This new incompatibility graph is constructed in a demand-driven way during compaction. We have observed that using tils incompatibility graph reduced the execution time of Em algorithm.
Mnimm Test Set Size Estimation
To be able to assess the effectiveness of test set compaction algorithms for a combinational circuit, it is necess~to know the Minimum Test Set Size~TSS) for this circuit. k addition if the MTSS is known, test set compaction time can be reduced by stopping the iteration of Em algorithm whenever the minimum test set size is reached rather than iterating a predetermined number of times. Since the problem of computing the size of a minimum single stuck at fault test set for a given irredundant combinational circuit is proven to be NP-hard [10] , heuristic techniques are used for finding a lower bound for MTSS.
One of the most commonly usd heuristics for finding a lower bound is finding the size of the maximal independent fault set. The size of themaximd independent fault set is less than or qud to the minimum t~t set size. The maximal independent fault set can be computed by finding the maximal clique in the incompatibility graph of the given single stuck at fault set [1, 4, 8, 9, 11, 14] .
Since the problem of finding the maximrd clique in a given graph is proven to be NP-complete [5], several heuristics are proposal for finding a maximal clique in a given incompatibility graph. Since the =sentird faults of the test vectors in a given twt set are highly incompatible, in [4] it is suggested to compute the maximrd clique by first considering only the essentird faults and then enlarging this clique by considering the other faults. In [9] , it is reported that for some circuits computing the maximal clique in the incompatibility graph that is construct only by using the essentird faults found larger cliques than computing the maximrd clique in the incompatibility graph that is construct by considering dl the faults. Based on the following theorem and the corollary, we rdso compute the maximal clique by first considering only the essential faults and then enlarging tils clique by considering the other faults in the given fault list.
Theorem 1: Given a complete single stuck at fault test set TS of size N for a combinational circuit, if there exists a maximal independent fault set~S of size K @/2~K N) for this circuit, then that~S contains at least 2K-N essentird faults each from a different test vector.
Proofi M there exists a mmimd independent fault set S of size K, then by definition there are K pairwise incompatible faults in~S.
Since the faults in~S are pairwise incompatible, no test vector can detect more than one fault in~S. Therefore each fault in~S should be detected by a different test vector in TS. Since the test set is complete, at least K test vectors in TS detect these K faults. If none of these K faults are detected by any of the remaining N-K test vectors in TS, then each one of them is an essential fault of a different test vector in TS. k the worst case, each one of the remaining N-K tat vectors detects a different fault in~S.
Since these N-K faults are detected by two vectors, they are not essentird faults. Therefore, in the worst case, K-(N-K) = 2K-N of the faults in~S is an essential fault of a different test vector in TS. h other words,~S contains at least 2K-N essentird faults each from a different test vector. o Corollary: Given a complete single stuck at fault test set TS of size N for a combinational circuit, if there exists a maximal independent fault set~S of size N for this circuit, then that~S contains one essential fault from each test vector in TS.
Proofi According to Theorem 1,~S should contain one essential fault from at least 2K-N test vectors in TS where K is the size of the maximal independent fault set. For K=N the expression 2K-N is equrd to N. Since TS has N test vectors, this means that~S should contain one essential fault from each test vector in TS. u Theorem 1 shows that the maximal clique in the incompatibilitygraph of a small twt set is Iikelyto contain many essential faults, and the corollary indicates that for a tinimum size test set if there exists a clique of this size in the incompatibility graph then the clique contains only essential faults. Since EFR algorithm produces test sets that are either minimum size or very close to it, based on this theorem, we compute the lower bound forMTSS by searching forthemaximd clique that includes one essential fault from as many test vectors as possible in the test set produced byEFR dgorithmand then enlarging tils clique by considering the other faults in the given fault list.
Since the size of the search space for computing the maximrd clique by choosing one essential fault from as many test vectors as possible is very large, it is computationrdly too expensive to search it exhaustively. If there are n vectors {tl, t2, . . .. in} in the test set, and if the sizes of their essentird fault sets are e~sl, e~s2,..., e~sn respectively, then the size of the search space is 0(~~=1 e~s~). Therefore, we propose the following new heuristic to guide the branch and bound search algorithm. When trying to choose an essentird fault from each test vector, consider the vectors in ascending order of the number of essentird faults that they have, and explore more branches for the initial test vectors.
This heuristic increasa the probability of computing the maximal clique in a short amount of time because of the following reason. Once an essentird fault is included in a clique, this reduces the number of essential faults of the remaining test vectors that can be included in this clique. If a test vector ti has ef si essentird faults and if each one of these essential faults is equally likely to be in the maximrd clique, then when trying to select an essential fault of this test vector the probability of choosing the essential fault that is in the maximal clique is 1/e~si. If the number of essential faults of ti that can be included in the maximrd clique decreasm, the probability of selecting the essentird fault that is in the maximal clique increases. Since for the test vectors with smrdl number of essential faults theprobabilityof selecting the essential fault that is in the maximrd clique is aheady high, and after selecting these essentird faults, for the test vectors with larger number of essential faults the probability of selecting the essentird fault that is in the maximal clique increases, considering the vectors with smaller number of msentird faults first increases the overall probability of computing the maximal clique in a short amount of time.
Eqerimental Ruulk
We incorporated the minimum test set size estimation, RW and EFR rdgorithms that we propose and the dynamic compaction rdgorithm proposal in [6] into our advanced G system for combinational circuits [7] , called MlnTest. MinTest is designed in an object-oriented style and implemented in C+. We tested MinTest on the ISCAS85 and full scan version of the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits [2, 3] . The performance results for MlnTest are obtained on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro PC with 128MB RAM running Llnux 2.0.0 using GW CC version 2.8.0.
We compared the performance of MinTest on minimum test set size estimation with the previously published results and presented the comparison of the performance results in Table 1 . The "-" sign in the table indicates that the lower bound for tils circuit is not reported. The results show that our algorithm computed better lower bounds than the previously published ones. For 38 out of 40 circuits, the lower bounds computd by our rdgorithm are greater than or equrd to the best published lower bounds. For 14 of these 38 circuits our algorithm computed as much as 3370 larger lower bounds than thepreviouslypublished results, e.g. 25% larger for c7552, 33% larger for s1423 and 11% larger for s9234. These 14 new lower bounds are indicated by an asterisk (*) in the table.
Our minimum test set size estimation rdgorithm is applicable to large circuits, and its execution time is similar to the
.. .
[8] MinT~t Cicuit [4] [8, 9] . The algorithm presented in [11] can only be applied to smrdl circuits, and for these circuits our rdgorithm computed the same lower bounds with this algorithm. The algorithm praentd in [4] is a computation~ly expensive rdgorithm, and neither its execution time for ISCAS85 circuits nor its performance for ISCAS89 circuits is reported. The performance of MinTest on t=t set compaction is compared against the two best test set compaction algorithms published in the literature, CompacTest (Cn [8, 9, 12] and TSC [4] . The comparison of the performance results is presented in Table 2 . k the table, the smrdlest known tat size for each circuit is marked by an asterisk (*). The largest known lower bound on the minimum test set size of each circuit is presented in the LB column. Some of these lower bounds are computed by our minimum tat set size estimation dgonthm and the rest is taken from [9] . h rdl the experiments, a backtrack limit of 6 is used in MinTat. The execution times of MinTest include fault simulation and initial test set generation timfi, and dl the test sets generated by MinTest have 100% fault coverage. The performance r=ults for CT and TSC are taken from [9] and [4] respectively. The performrmce of TSC for ISCAS89 circuits is not reported.
The following observations can be made from the experimental results. For rdl the circuits, sizes of the test sets generated by MinTest are smaller than or qud to the best published results. For 31 out of 40 circuits, sizes of the test sets generated by MinTest are qurd to the known lower bounds for thwe circuits. Even by executing only one iteration of Em rdgorithrn, MinTest generated smrdler test sets than both CT and TSC for both ISCAS85 and ISCAS89 circuits. Moreover, for some circuits MinTest produced even smrdler test sets by executing Em rdgorithm iteratively. The test sets generated by MlnTest are as much as 2370 smaller than the previously published results, e.g. 16% smaller for c53 15, 23% smaller for s1423, and 20% smrdler for s384 17. k order to measure the performance of Em algorithm when it is used iteratively, we iteratti it 3 times for the circuits for which the lower bound is not achieved after the first iteration. As it can be seen in the column headed"3 its", for some of these circuits MinT~t produced even smaller test sets when Em is used iteratively. men Em rdgorithm is iterated more than 3 times, MlnTest produced even smaller test sets for nine circuits. These results are presentd in the column headed"> 3 its". Next to the test set sizes pr~en-ted in the columns headd"3 its" and"> 3 its", we indicated the iteration number that this test set size is reached in parenth~is. The times presentd in the column headd "> 3 its" are the execution times of MinTtit only for this many iterations.
The CT and TSC execution times praented in Table 2 are obtained on a S~SP~C 2 workstation. The compaction times presented for CT and MinTest include the initird test generation time as well. However, the compaction tire= presentd for TSC only show the execution time of TSC starting from a given initird test set. Since MinTest is exploring a larger search space, its execution time is larger than that of CT. In [4] , it is reported that to be within a reasonable running time, currently, TSC is only applicable to the mdlum size circuits with the largest being c7552. However, the experimental results show that MinTat is applicable to large circuits.
Conclusions
This paper presentd two new algorithms for generating compact test sets for combinational circuits under the single stuck at fault model, and a new heuristic for~timating the minimum single stuck at fault tmt set size. These algorithms together with the dynamic compaction algorithm are incorporate into an advanced ATPG system for combinational circuits, crdled MinTest. MlnTest found better lower bounds and generated smaller test sets than the previously published results fortheISCAS85 and full scan version of the ISCAS89 
